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Stringed inStrumentS of the hallStatt culture – 
from iconographic repreSentation to experimental 

reproduction

B e a t e  m a r i a  p o m B e r g e r

The lyre shapes of the Hallstatt circle are depicted on ceramic and bronze vessels. They can be classified into three types, 
the Hallstattphorminx, the Situlae Lyra and the Hallstatt lyre. In the latter two types, two variants crystallize. The so-
called Hallstatt lyre, represented as a simple frame construction, can also be interpreted as a zither – frame zither or box 
zither. representations of the stringed instruments discussed here appear predominantly in richly furnished graves of 
both sexes. Through analyzation of the basic construction of the chordophones and their string holders, it is possible to 
reconstruct them experimentally. Simple manual measurements were used to determine the size of each instrument. 
Hallstatt lyres, a Hallstatt zither, a Hallstattphorminx and a Situlae Lyre were reconstructed and played in Vienna by 
music archaeologists and musicians. 
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introDuction

While lyres have been known and played for 
a long time in the ancient advanced civilizations, 
they have only been proven in central europe from 
the older Iron Age onwards, namely through icono-
graphic representations. We do not know whether 
these instruments were already known earlier in 
our geographical area – at any rate they appear in 
the aegean area already in the 14th century Bc. in 
mesopotamia, elam, syria and the persian gulf they 
sounded already in the 3rd millennium Bc (Lawergren 
1996, 1012). all stringed instruments developed from 
the hunting- and war bow. In the course of time, vari-
ous shaped sound boxes were attached to the simple 
string carrier to amplify the sound. the lyres of the 
Hallstatt culture and its neighbours differ in their 
form from those of the ancient advanced civiliza-
tions. according to the systematics of the musical 
instruments of hornbostel and sachs, lyres are to be 
classified to the compound chordophones and to the 
yoke lutes (system number 321.2; v. Hornbostel/Sachs 
1914, 579; MIMO 2011, 14).

lyre forms of the hallstatt 
culture, their archaeological 

eviDence anD fragments of lyres

The chordophones of the Hallstatt Circle are 
represented on clay and bronze vessels showing 
festivities and dance scenes. the pictures are carved 

into the clay, painted on graphite or executed in dot-
bump technique or driving technique onto bronze 
(Eibner et al. 2011, 8–14).

Among them there are lyres with rounded bot-
toms, stringed instruments whose resonators seem 
to be missing and lyres with strongly curved yokes 
and single or double bulging resonators. their num-
ber of strings varies from two to ten.

stringed instruments can be divided into three 
basic types:

Type 1 – I call it Hallstattphorminx1 – has a semi-
circular or segmented resonance body, slightly in-
wardly curved yoke arms and a straight or slightly 
inwardly curved transverse yoke. Its playing posi-
tion is shown vertically or horizontally. The lyres 
on the cone neck vessel from tumulus 27, sopron 
(hungary; Eibner 1986, pl. 1: 1–1a; Eibner-Persy 1980, 
133, pl. 16; 17) and the urn from tomb object no. 20, 
cemetery of reichersdorf (austria; Neugebauer 1987, 
10–12, fig. 16) as well as on the sheet metal fragment 
from the Býčí skála cave near Brno (Czechia; Eibner 
1986, pl. 4: 2), are played vertically (fig. 1: a–c). lyres 
played horizontally (fig. 1: d–e) are depicted in point 
buckling technique on the bronze cist Xii by klein 
Klein/Kröllkogel near Leibnitz (Austria; Dobiat 1980, 
pl. a; 7: 2) and the golasecca culture in northern italy, 
which is close to the Hallstatt culture, on a bronze 
situla, first warrior grave of Sesto Calende, Varese 
province (italy; Eibner 1986, pl. 2: 5; Ghislanzoni 1944, 
1–56). in most cases the transverse yoke seems to 
rest on the yoke arms or to be connected to the yoke 
arms by glue or dowels. Only the lyre from Klein 

1 For Eibner ‘Hallstattleier’.
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klein/kröllkogel (Egg/Kramer eds. 2013) shows knobs 
with pins driven through the cross yoke. The vessels 
with the representations of the Hallstattphorminx 
date from the 7th/6th century Bc (Eibner et al. 2011, 9).

Type 2 – the Situlae Lyre – which stems from 
the area of the Situlae circle with strong ties to the 
etruscan culture (Eibner et al. 2011, 14), consists of 
a mostly double-bellied sound box with a curved 
yoke. the yoke does not consist of three parts as in 
the Hallstattphorminx, but was probably bent from 
a single bar. Small one- or two-humped knobs sit 
on the outwardly curved yoke parts. It must not 
be a “decoration” but a rudimentary element of an 
original construction part: the connection of yoke 
arms and cross yoke of typical lyre forms, where 
the yoke arms pierce the cross yoke or are fixed 
from above with a knob and dowels. The Situlae 
Lyre is strung with five to ten strings and is played 
horizontally, supported by the upper body and 
thighs. We can distinguish two variations of this 
type of lyre: variant a has an unevenly curved yoke. 
The upward pointing yoke part clearly has a larger 
radius and is therefore longer than the downward 
pointing smaller yoke part. representatives of this 
variant (fig. 2: a–d) are the representations of lyres 

on the situla-finds of Providence – probably Certosa 
di Bologna (Lucke/Frey 1962, 1), art trade – and cer-
tosa, Bologna/certosa, tomb 68 (italy; Eibner 1986, 
pl. 5: 2; Lucke/Frey 1962, 59), Dürrnberg-Kranzbichl 
tomb 346 B,2 hallein (austria; Zeller 2004, 389–401, 
fig. 15) and Novo mesto, Kandija, Tumulus II/Tomb 
33 (slovenia; Eibner 2018, pl. 16: 31c, 31f; Jereb 2016, 55, 
pl. 54: 99). the variant B has a uniformly curved yoke 
(fig. 2: e–f) and is represented by lyre illustrations 
on the situlae of montebelluna, necropolis of posmon 
(italy; Bianchi Citton 2014, fig. 4: B) and magdalenska 
gora (slovenia; Eibner 1986, pl. 5: 3; Lucke/Frey 1962, 72, 
pl. 36; 69). the bronze vessels date from 6th century 
until the 3rd century Bc.

The following chordophones can be found in the 
Eastern Hallstatt District (Austria, Slovakia and Hun-
gary) and in the upper palatinate (Bavaria). the play-
ers hold frame-like or box-like stringed instrument in 
their arms stretched forward. All iconographies seem 
peculiarly reduced and schematically drawn. They 
decorate the surface of ceramic vessels. the chor-
dophones are interpreted as frame- or box zithers 
(Eibner 1986, 276; Pomberger 2016, 64, 65), lyres without 
a sound box, or lyres with a sound box (Reichenberger 
1985, 325) and sometimes also harps (Eibner 1986, 276; 

Fig. 1. Type 1 – Hallstattphorminx. a – Tumulus 27, Sopron (H); b – tomb object no. 20, Reichersdorf (A); c – Býčí skála cave 
near Brno (CZ); d – Klein Klein/Kröllkogel near Leibnitz (A); e – first warrior grave of Sesto Calende, Varese province (I). 
graphics by B. m. pomberger (a, c–e – after Eibner 1986, pl. 1: 1, 1a; 4: 2, 2: 7, 2: 5; b – after Neugebauer 1987, 10–12, fig. 16).

2 this tomb dates from the middle la tène period.
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Pomberger 2016, 66). While some time ago my opinion 
was still that they were zithers or harps, I now tend to 
interpret these chordophones as lyres. in my opinion 
the whole instrument is represented, but the sound 
box is not clearly emphasized in the representation: 
the respective ‘middle line’ in the frame is missing to 
mark the size of the resonance body. on the schirn-
dorf stringed instrument, the edge is marked only 
from the folded yoke arms. A kink would be a weak 
point in the frame construction, which should be able 
to withstand the tension of the strings. In my opinion, 
the resonance box starts at the bend. The yoke arms 
might reach to the bottom of the sound box. On the 
rectangular chordophone, the sound box probably 
goes to the middle of the frame construction. a closer 
examination of one of the figures with a chordophone 
depicted on a vessel from nové košariská reveals 
that the outstretched arms are not holding a simple 
triangle but a doub le trapezoidal object. this in turn 
reminds of the Schirndorf instruments. In this res-
pect, a further type of lyre with two variants (type 
3/variant a and 3/variant B) can be found in the area 
of distribution of the Hallstatt culture.

Type 3A is a lyre shape, in which the sound box 
and yoke arms together with the transverse yoke 

form a rectangle: the rectangular eastern Hallstatt 
lyre. It is strung with three to six strings (Fig. 3: a–f). 
Examples of this type are known from Sopron, Tu-
mulus 28 (hungary; Eibner-Persy 1980, 28, pl. 28; 29), 
ernstbrunn (austria; Eibner 1986, pl. 3: 4), leithapro-
dersdorf (austria; Eibner et al. 2011, 12, fig. 13: 8) and 
nové košariská (slovakia; Eibner 1986, pl. 1: 2a; 2: 1, 
2; 3: 1, 2, 4; Pichlerová 1969, 24, 25, 73, pl. iii: b; iv: 1; 
v; XX: 5; 237).

The double trapezoidal shaped Hallstatt lyre 
forms the type 3B. The sound box is designed as 
an isosceles trapezoid whose longer base side forms 
the bottom of the sound box. The frame, consisting 
of the yoke arms and the cross yoke, also forms an 
isosceles trapezoid. this form is proven seven times 
in the cemetery of schirndorf, oberpfalz (germany; 
Stroh 1979, 191–194, pl. 134; 1988, 53–63, 137–149, pl. 
87: 5; 89: 2; 110: 3; 111: 5). And don’t the two musi-
cians on the ceramic vessels of nové košariská 
possibly also play lyres of this type? a closer look 
at the left figure (Fig. 3: g) reveals that between the 
outstretched arms there is a raised thick line repre-
senting the bottom of the stringed instrument. Thus, 
the lyre type 3B (Fig. 3: g–h) would have been played 
in present-day Slovakia as well.3

fig. 2. type 2 – situlenlyre. variant a – unevenly curved yoke: a – providence, probably Bologna (i); b – certosa, Bolog na/
Certosa, Tomb 68 (I); c – Dürrnberg-Kranzbichl (A); d – Nove mesto, Kandija Tumulus III/Grave 33 (SLO). Va riant B – evenly 
curved yoke: e – montebelluna, necropolis of posmon, grave 244 (i); f – magdalenska gora, tumulus ii (slo). graphics 

by B. m. pomberger (a–d, f – after Eibner 1986, pl. 5: 1–3; 2018, pl. 16: 31f, 31c; e – after Bianchi Citton 2014, fig. 4: B).

3 The two triangular instruments were also interpreted as harps or membranophones.
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fragments of iron age stringeD 
instruments

fragmented tuning pegs and bridges made of 
wood were discovered from the Iron Age industrial 
settlement in the Ramsau valley at Dürrnberg near 
hallein. lobisser is arguing that the bridge frag-
ment, when mirrored, has ten notches for as many 
sides, which he concludes is a double stringing per 
string (Lobisser 2017, 165; Lobisser, in print). the lyre 
representations of the situlas from Dürrnberg/
Kranzbichl, Certosa and Montebelluna, for example, 
each show ten strings (Eibner 2018, 103, pl. 16). the 
question arises here as to how tightly the tuning 
pegs would have to be attached to the transverse 
yoke to enable any lyre player – even those with 
slim fingers – to tune the double strings.

Possible further wooden tuning pegs were found 
in glastonbury in somerset in england (Bulleid 
1938, 48, fig. 6; 7; pl. 17) and Biskupin in Poland 
(Slaski 1950, 165, fig. 6a). An Early Iron Age bridge 
fragment originates from high pasture cave in 
scotland (Lawson 2019, 213–264). We do not know 

any metal tailpieces from the Hallstatt culture, but 
there are finds from Magna Graecia (Bellia 2012, 
51–84, fig. 56; 59; 64b; 65–68; 70; 72; 75; 76; 78–81; 83) 
dating from the late 6th to the 3rd century Bc. Bone 
tuning sticks have been preserved from the same 
area (Bellia 2012, 74, fig. 77a).

the representations of stringeD 
instruments on ceramic vessels 

from the cemetery of schirnDorf, 
District of regensBurg, Bavaria

The Hallstatt period cemetery of Schirndorf, 
district of Regensburg, is located on a lower terrace 
of the river Neeb, a tributary of the Danube. It was 
discovered in 1960. Archaeological excavations took 
place from 1964 to 1975 (Stroh 1979, 9, 10). 233 graves 
were uncovered and published in several volumes 
(Stroh 1979; 1988; Stroh/Hughes 1999; 2000a; 2000b; 
2001). the necropolis dates to hc. schirndorf is the 
Hallstatt period site where eight iconographic repre-

Fig. 3. Type 3 – Hallstatt lyre. Variant A – rectangular eastern Hallstatt Lyre: a – Sopron, unknown tumulus – Tumulus 
96 or 98 (H); b – Sopron, tumulus 28 (H); c – Sopron, unknown tumulus – Tumulus 96 or 98 (H); d – Ernstbrunn, stray 
find (A); e, f – Nové Košariská, Tumulus 1 (SK). Variant B – double trapezoidal Hallstatt Lyre: g – Nové Košariská, Tu-
mulus iv (sk); h – schirndorf, tumulus 65 (D). graphics by B. m. pomberger (after Eibner 1986, pl. 1: 2a; 2: 1, 3; 3: 1, 3a, 4).
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sentations of lyres were found. Two further incised 
drawings could represent lyres. Tumulus 51 con-
tained a juvenile early-adult male skeleton, several 
ceramic vessels, charcoal and animal bones. among 
the vessels there was a small fragmented bowl with 
collar and rolling – lattice stamp impressions. The 
abdominal wrap of the vessel was decorated by 
a musician playing a stringed instrument (Stroh 
1979, 194, pl. 134: 6). the musicians and instruments 

are represented by dot im pressions. The figure of 
the player appears strong in its exe cution whereas 
the instrument somewhat looks more filigree. The 
instrument has a sound body which shows the 
shape of two trapezoids joined together at the nar-
rower base sides. Two strings are stringed parallel 
to the soundboard. the corners of the instrument 
are accentuated (fig. 4: 1). in tumulus 65, burial 
chamber 1, the final resting place of three individu-

Fig. 4. Lyre representations from the cemetery of Schirndorf, Lks. Regensburg. 1 – bowl, tumulus 51; 2 – collar neck ves-
sel I, tumulus 65; 3 – collar neck vessel 2, tumulus 65; 4 – bowl, tumulus 65; 5a, 5b – bowl I, tumulus 89; 6a, 6b – bowl II, 
tumulus 89; 7 – collar neck vessel i, tumulus 82; 8 – collar neck vessel ii, tumulus 82. graphics by B. m. pomberger (after 

Stroh 1979, pl. 134: 6; 1988, pl. 87: 5; 89: 1, 2; 103: 6; 105: 14; 110: 3; 111: 5).
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Site Complex Burial Sex Age Object Type of stings/
lyre

Novo mesto, Kandija 
necropolis

Tumulus III 
tomb 33 inhumation fem. ?

bronze situla 
fragment, 1 lyre 

player

Situlae Lyre/ 
Variant A

Sopron Tumulus 27 2 cremations fem. & child ? Adult / infans
conical neck 

vessel 
1 lyre player 

Hallstattphorminx

Sopron Tumulus 28 cremation ? ?
conical neck 
vessel, 2 lyre 

players

Hallstatt lyre/ 
Variante A

Sopron Tumulus unknown 
(96 or 98) ? ? ?

conical neck 
vessel, 2 lyre 

players

Hallstatt lyre/
Variante A

Sopron Tumulus unknown 
(96 or 98) ? ? ? ceramic fragment, 

1 lyre player
Hallstatt lyre/

Variante A

Reichersdorf tomb objekt 20 inhumation fem. ? ceramicvessel, 
1 lyre player Hallstattphorminx

Býčí skála-Cave/Brno Cultic cave inhumations ? ?
bronze sheet 

fragment, 1 lyre 
player

Hallstattphorminx

Nové Košariská Tumulus I cremation ? ?
conical neck 
vessel, 2 lyre 

players 

Hallstatt lyre/
Variant A

Nové Košariská Tumulus IV cremation ? ?  collar neck ves-
sel, 2 lyre player

Hallstatt lyre/
Variant B

Schirndorf Tumulus 65, 
chamber tomb 1  3 inhumations 1 fem. 2? 1 adult, 2?

collar neck vessel 
& bowl, 3 lyre 

players

Hallstatt lyre/
Variant B

Schirndorf Tumulus 89, first 
occupancy cremation  2 ? 2 ? 2 ceramic bowls,4 

lyre players
Hallstatt lyre/

Variante B

Schirndorf Tumulus 51 inhumation masc juvenile/adult collar neck bowl, 
1 lyre player

Hallstatt lyre/
Variant B

Klein Klein near 
Leibnitz 

Kröll-Schmied-
kogel

„prince’s tomb“
cremation ? masc. ? bronze cist, 2 lyre 

players Hallstattphorminx

Sesto Calende Warrior tomb inhumation? masc. ? bronze situla, 
2 lyre players Hallstattphorminx

Ernstbrunn Stray find ? ? ? ceramic fragment, 
2 lyra players

Hallstatt lyre/
Variant A

Leithaprodersdorf chamber tomb 
H/1953, site 41 ? ? ? bowl, 1 lyre player Hallstatt lyre/

Variant A

Providence (Bolo-
gna?)

Art dealership, 
Certosa di Bolog-

na? tomb ?
 ? ? ? bronze situla, 

1 lyre player 
Situlae Lyre/ 

Variant A

Bologna – Certosa tomb 68 creamtion ? ? bronze situla, 
1 lyre player

Situlae Lyre/ 
Variant A

Montebelluna, necro-
polis of Posmon tomb 244 inhumation masc. ? bronze situla, 

1 lyre player
Situlae Lyre/ 

Variant B

Magdalenska gora Tumulus II, 
tomb ? ? ? ? bronze situla, 

2 lyre player
Situlae Lyre/ 

Variant B

Dürrnberg-Kranz-
bichl/Hallein tomb 346 B inhumation masc. juvenile

bronze situla? 
fragment, 

1 lyre player

Situlae Lyre/ 
Variant A

table 1. the evidence of lyre representations (table by B. m. pomberger).
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als, among them an adult woman, there was a flat 
bowl on which, in addition to four triangles, a lyre 
player was placed in a rolling wheel technique (Stroh 
1988, 60, pl. 87: 5). further representations of lyre 
players are depicted on two cone-necked vessels 
found in the same tumulus. one vessel bears on its 
shoulder surface a cycle of decorated triangles and 
three lyre players, the other a cycle of triangles, two 
stags and three lyre players. The figures are made 
by using rolling wheel technique (Stroh 1988, 61, pl. 
89: 1, 2). While the figures resemble the sketches of 
stick figures, the instruments are more precisely 
depicted: they all have a symmetrical sounding 
body in the shape of a mirrored trapezium strung 
with four strings. These are held by clamping and 
tuning devices. all four corners of the instrument 
are emphasized by stronger point impressions. ob-
viously they are decorated by round knobs, or they 
are construction elements (fig. 4: 2–4; Reichenberger 
1985, 325, 326, fig. 1: 7). Two bowls with representa-
tions of lyre players were discovered in Tumulus 89, 
first occupation, with the cremated bodies of two 
individuals (Stroh 1988, 145, pl. 110: 3; 111: 5). on both 
bowls, triangles, rectangles and two lyre players 
appear in the cycle surrounding the vessels, using 
the proven rolling wheel technique. The instru-
ments are strung with three strings each (Fig. 4: 5, 
6). a conical neck vessel from tumulus 87, burial of 
a youthful individual, bears on its shoulder a geo-
metrical shape of two triangles joined together, the 
corners of which are accentuated by deeper punc-
tures. Two further distinctive punctures are located 
at the point of contact of the two triangles (Stroh 
1988, 128, pl. 103: 6). a similar image appears on 
another cone-necked vessel from the same tumulus 
(Stroh 1988, 129, pl. 105: 14). Both geometric figures 
could be very minimalistic depicted stringed instru-
ments strung with three strings.

in the meantime, lyre representations of 18 grave 
complexes, a cult place and a stray find are known 
(Table 1). The finds – ceramic and bronze vessels – 
were mainly detected in richly decorated graves. 
among these, eight inhumations and seven crema-
tions are to be mentioned. Of five complexes more 
detailed information is missing. the burials mainly 
belong to the adult age, although here again only 
few data are known. Both sexes are represented. 
the cemetery of schirndorf, Bavaria/germany 
stands out with its seven lyre players, followed 
by the tumuli in Sopron with six representations. 
Four lyre players are known from Nové Košariská, 
and two each from the sites of Magdalenska gora, 
Klein-Klein and Ernstbrunn. The remaining sites 
Dürrnberg-Kranzbichl/Hallein, Novo mesto – Kan-
dija necropolis, Reichersdorf, Býčí skála-Cave/Brno, 
providence (certosa/Bologna?), Bologna – certosa, 

Montebelluna – Necropolis of Posmon and Leitha-
prodersdorf, each have one representation of a lyre 
player. Lyre players perform music not only with 
a second lyre player (Eibner 1986, pl. 1: 2, 2a; 2: 1, 4, 
5; 3: 3, 4) but also with panpipe players (Eibner 2015, 
pl. 5: a, c) and aulets (Eibner 1986, pl. 5: 1, 2; 2015, 
55–84, pl. 5: b).

eXperimental reproDuction of 
a DouBle trapezoiDal hallstatt 

lyre from schirnDorf, Bavaria

The following research question stimulated me 
to do an experimental replication:

How could the Schirndorf lyre types and others 
have been constructed?

at the start of building of the string instruments 
there were considerations about the size and con-
struction of the instrument. The string holder was 
assumed to be an equilateral trapezoid composed 
of bars. The sound box was to consist of boards 
glued together and envelop the lower half of the 
trapezoid. tuning sticks should tension the strings, 
a bridge should hold the strings up. the schirndorf 
lyres are obviously depicted somewhat oversized, 
possibly to illustrate their importance in people’s 
lives. The instruments were played standing and 
walking, they should be handy. Considerations 
about the string length and experience with lyres 
i had made myself earlier brought me to a length 
of about 65 cm of freely swinging string, which in 
turn resulted in an instrument height of two cubits 
(about 70 cm). First a plan in scale 1:1 was drawn. 
I decided on the following material: spruce logs for 
the yoke arms, beech logs for the transverse yoke, 
a squared spruce log for the base, and 3 mm thin 
plywood boards and wooden strips 5 mm thick 
and 45 mm wide for the construction of the sound 
box. Thin beech logs were used for the tuning rods 
and a spruce board for the bridge. The work was 
carried out with modern tools. The first step was to 
build the string holder. for this purpose, the round 
bars intended for the yoke arms and the squared 
timber intended for the base were cut to the desired 
length. The lower ends of the yoke arms were filed 
slightly conical. in their upper ends a recess for 
the cross yoke was created by means of rasps. Two 
holes with yoke arm diameter were drilled into the 
squared timber and machined at the planned angle. 
Additionally, holes were drilled in the recesses for 
dowels. The yoke arms were fitted with dowels at 
their ends and inserted into the holes in the bottom 
squared timber and glued. the hard round timber 
was cut to size for the cross yoke, which should be 
slightly overhanging on both sides, fitted into the 
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Fig. 5. Reconstructions of lyres. a – construction principle of the rectangular eastern Hallstatt Lyre and zither; b, c – re-
constructions as a zither; d – reconstruction as lyre; e – construction principle of the double trapezoidal Hallstatt Lyre; 
f – reconstruction of the double trapezoidal Hallstatt Lyre; g – Hallstattphorminx constructed by Anna Magdalena Jaklin 

(plans, reconstructions, graphics and photos by B. m. pomberger).
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recessed yoke arm ends and glued. Knobs were 
carved and fixed on the yoke. The resonance body 
was assembled from boards and strips. First the 
bottom and top panels were sawn from plywood in 
the desired trapezoidal shape and the side panels 
were cut from the wooden battens to the appro-
priate length. The lower ends of the right and left 
side parts as well as the bottom strip were bevelled 
so that they fit at an angle to each other. Then these 
three side parts were glued to the floor panel and 
the top panel was placed on top of them. In addi-
tion, the construction was held together with screw 
clamps until the glue had dried. the string holder 
was pushed into the open upper side opening of 
the box and glued to the box bottom. The string 
holder was stabilized at the upper side opening 
inside the sound box by means of small pieces of 
wood. After drying, this opening was closed with 
a wooden strip into which semi-circular recesses 
for the yoke arms were previously cut at both ends. 
In this way an additional stabilization of the whole 
construction was achieved. To make the tailpiece, 
a thin copper rod was cut to the desired length, 
clamped in a vice and bent into shape with pliers. 
The tailpiece was inserted into two holes drilled 
in the baseplate of the sound box. The tuning 
sticks4 were made from finger-thick, hand-wide 
hardwood rods and slightly half-rounded on one 
side to ensure a better grip on the cross yoke. For 
the bridge I cut a narrow wooden board three 
fingers high into a span length and sawed several 
recesses into it. I decided to string the lyre with 
eight gut strings instead of two, three or four in 
order to have all the notes of an octave available 
for playing. The gut strings were made from sheep 
gut by myself.5 they are from 0.9 mm to 2 mm 
thick. With this stringing the lyre can be tuned in 
the ancient greek keys (Kothe 1918, 23, 24) Dorian 
from E3–E2 and a little higher in Hypolydian from 
f3–f26 (fig. 5: e–f).

eXperimental reconstructions of 
the rectangular chorDophone 

of the eastern hallstatt 
culture (sopron, ernstBrunn, 

leithaproDersDorf, 
nové košariská)

this type of instrument can be constructed both 
as a zither and a lyre.

replica as zither

If we talk about a zither, there is the possibility 
to build it as a frame zither and as a box zither. 
I chose five hand widths for the side length of the 
rectangular string holder.

replica as frame zither

for the frame, spruce squared timber measuring 
4 x 3 cm was selected and cut to the desired length. 
The side scantlings were fixed with dowels into the 
floor scantlings and glued. Recesses for the support 
of the cross yoke were sawn into the upper end of the 
side scantlings and filed to a semi-circular shape. The 
cross yoke itself was made of a beech round wood 
with a diameter of 3 cm, placed in the recesses of the 
side scantlings and glued. three short round timbers 
inserted into the bottom squa red timber fixed the 
tailpiece clamped behind it, which consists of a bar 
four hand widths long. The frame zither was strung 
with five gut strings, which were tied to the tailpiece 
and led up to the yoke, where they were fixed in the 
same way as on the Schirndorf lyre with round tun-
ing sticks. the string diameter is 0.6 mm to 1 mm. 
Depending on the tension of the strings, tones from 
f4 to a5 can be heard. the sound is quiet because 
the resonance body consists only of the frame. it is 
reinforced by a thin tube which is clamped between 
the back squared timber and the strings.

replica as box zither

since, as already mentioned, the sound of the 
frame zither is extremely quiet, the instrument was 
converted to a box zither. For this purpose, two rec-
tangles measuring five hand widths by four hand 
widths were cut from a 3 mm thick spruce plywood 
board and glued to the frame. Enough space was left 
free towards the transverse yoke so that the tuning 
sticks can be turned. The upper side of the box was 
not closed. The bottom and top panels were additio-
nally stabilized with three thin boards which were 
glued to the inside of the box. The bridge is made of 
narrow rectangular squared timber, through which 
the vibrations of the strings are transmitted to the 
soundboard and the box. The upper part of the 
strings hits the soundboard directly. this produces 
a buzzing sound. Another possibility would be to 
slide a second bridge under the strings at the top of 
the box (Fig. 5: b, c).

4 tuning pegs are an invention of hellenism.
5 From the Dictionnaire technologique in Gill‘s Repository, Mai 1824. S. 330. Juni 1824. S. 419. http://dingler.culture.hu-berlin.

de/article/pj014/ar014105 [21–12–2019]. 
6 Hypolydian is actually composed of two tetrachords from f to F (F3 to F2). However, this low pitch would require twice the 

string length.
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replica as a lyre

i chose for the measurements of the string holder 
an extended ulna (from the elbow to the tip of the 
little finger of my arm). The frame was constructed 
from spruce squared timber 3.8 x 2 cm thick. The 
cross yoke consists of a beech round wood. The 
sound box reaches up to half the height of the frame 
construction. The baseplate was cut from thin ply-
wood and glued to the frame. The sound box was 
closed on the upper side with a narrow wooden 
plate, which was glued to two square timbers and 
the baseplate. The soundboard was made of raw goat 
skin. The skin was first softened briefly in a water 
bath and stretched over the soundboard by gluing 
and nailing. after drying, a good sounding sound-
board was created. Tailpiece, bridge and tuning sticks 
were made as described above for the Schirndor lyre.

The lyre was strung with five self-twisted strings of 
sheep gut with diameters of 0.9–0.7 mm. Shortly after 
stringing the instrument could be tuned as follows: 
D3–e3–f#3–g3–a3. as soon as the strings adjust the 
tension, further tunings can be achieved (fig. 5: d).

A Situlae Lyre was built by Albin Paulus (Eibner et al. 
2011, 49, fig. 48: 41). Anna Magdalena Jaklin constructed 
a Hallstattphorminx as part of my course Music Ar-
chaeology at the university of vienna 2017 (fig. 5: g).

conclusions

a detailed study of the iconographic representa-
tions of the stringed instruments of the Hallstatt 

culture and their spatially adjacent cultures allows 
not only a rough classification into types but also 
the classification into variants. Some individual 
types differ greatly from those of the ancient Greek 
lyre forms. Thus, the types Hallstattphorminx, Si-
tulae Lyre with two variants and the Hallstatt Lyre 
with two variants, which can also be interpreted as 
zithers – depending on the interpretation – crystal-
lize. Vessels with representations of lyre players 
were discovered in richer burials of adults of both 
sexes. The representations of stringed instruments 
also allow us to consider the possibility of repro-
ducing them experimentally. The construction of 
the string holder on which the resonance box is 
built is the key to the construction of the musical 
instrument. it can consist of four bars or be made 
from a bent bar. The soundboard, onto which the 
vibrations of the string are transmitted via a bridge, 
should be as thin as possible. animal skin or thin 
wooden boards are suitable for this purpose. The 
strings themselves are made of self-twisted animal 
guts and are tensioned on the string holder by 
means of tuning sticks. the size of the lyres can 
be determined from the size of the representation 
in relation to the musician and usual craftsman’s 
measurements such as span, ulna, hand width. 
furthermore, the handiness and playability of 
the instrument are also decisive. the length of 
the vibrating string, material, strength and ten-
sion determine the pitches. the replicas of the 
Hallstatt Lyres presented here sound in the 3rd, 
4th and 5th octave and are played by the ensemble 
archäomusik vienna.
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Strunové nástroje halštatskej kultúry – od ikonografického vyobrazenia 
po experimentálnu reprodukciu

B e a t e  m a r i a  p o m b e r g e r

sÚhrn

Podrobné štúdium ikonografických vyobrazení struno-
vých nástrojov halštatskej kultúry a jej susedných kultúr 
umožňuje nielen ich hrubé zaradenie do typov, ale aj 
zatriedenie do variantov. Niektoré typy sa veľmi výrazne 
líšia od tvarov starogréckych lýr. Kryštalizujú sa teda typy: 
„Hallstattphorminx“, „situlová“ lýra s dvoma variantmi 
a halštatská lýra taktiež s dvoma variantmi, ktorá môže 
byť (v závislosti na výklade) interpretovaná aj ako kithara.

Nádoby s vyobrazením hráčov na lýre boli objavené 
v bohatšie vybavených hroboch dospelých osôb oboch 
pohlaví.

Zobrazenia strunových nástrojov nám tiež umožňujú 
zvážiť možnosť ich experimentálnej reprodukcie. Kľúčom 
k stavbe hudobného nástroja je konštrukcia tela so 
strunníkom na ukotvenie strún, na ktorom je postavená 

rezonančná skrinka. Môže sa skladať zo štyroch tyčí alebo 
môže byť vyrobená z ohnutej tyče. Rezonančná doska, na 
ktorú sa vibrácie struny prenášajú mostíkom, by mala byť 
čo najtenšia. Na tento účel je vhodná zvieracia koža alebo 
tenké drevené dosky. struny sú vyrobené zo samostatne 
skrútených vnútorností zvieraťa a sú napnuté na nosiči 
strún pomocou ladiacich kolíkov. Veľkosť lýr sa dá určiť 
z veľkosti zobrazení vo vzťahu k hudobníkovi a pomocou 
obvyklých remeselných meraní, ako sú rozpätie, lakťová 
kosť, šírka ruky. Ďalej je rozhodujúca aj ovládateľnosť 
a spôsobilosť nástroja na hranie. Dĺžka vibračnej struny, 
materiál, sila a napätie určujú výšku tónov. Repliky 
halštatskej lýry, ktoré sú prezentované v tomto článku, 
znejú v 3., 4. a 5. oktáve a hrá na nich ensemble archäo-
musik vienna.


